New Products

FUSION TURBO PROS

GT2083 - Fusion Turbo Pro 3 1/2″
GT2083-4 BLACK- Fusion Black Turbo Pro 4″ (This one is only available in Black)
GT2084 - Fusion Turbo Pro 3 1/2″ with Small White Handle
GT2085 - Fusion Turbo Pro 3 1/2″ with Large Gray Handle
GT2086 - Fusion Turbo Pro 5 1/2″
GT2087 - Fusion Black Pro 5 1/2″ with Small White Handle
GT2088 - Fusion Turbo Pro 5 1/2″ with Large Gray Handle
GT2089 - Fusion Turbo Pro 8″
GT2090 - 8″ Fusion with Small White Handle
GT2091 - 8″ Fusion Turbo Pro with Large Gray Handle

82 durometer. Recommended for paint
protection films and films with a softer hard coat.

95 durometer. Super hard, recommended for
thick vinyl applications and window films.

85 durometer. Recommended for vinyl
applications and areas that require more
pressure.

92 durometer. (Same durometer as Orange
Crush)Recommended for most window films
and vinyl applications.

77 durometer. Super soft, recommended for
paint protection films and cleaning.

80 durometer. Recommended for paint
protection films and films with a softer hard
coat.

SS-INSTALLER - SOAK SHIELD INSTALLER SET
SS-XL - SOAK SHIELD ROPE-XL
SS-OG - SOAK SHIELD ROPE-ORIGINAL
SS-MINI - SOAK SHIELD ROPE-MINI

The window tinting industry’s first and only absorbent
rope braid used for absorbing water running down
behind the dash of a vehicle while installing film.
Helping to protect the electronics and other parts
from water damage. This braided absorbent rope is
tucked between the bottom of the windshield and
the dashboard to stop and soak up the water running
down behind the dash and causing issues with
electronics.

GT260 - 5” YELLOW FLAT OUT BLADE
GT261 - 8” YELLOW FLAT OUT BLADE
GT2092 - PPF HORNET 4” PADDLE SQUEEGEE

The Yellow Flat Out Squeegees are available in
both 5” and 8” length. Slightly harder than the
Orange Crush and comparable in hardness to the
Blue Max products they work great in flat glass and
security applications. For best results try in Fusion
Handle, Fusion Stretch series, and Thor’s Hammer.
The Fusion PPF Hornet is the latest in Paint
Protection Film installation tools. This triple
durometer paddle squeegee offers the handler
two durometers to install with. The black install side
measures in at a firm but flexible 80 durometer
and the yellow side at a softer more pliable 70
durometer. The red “spine” between the two layers
acts as a rigid support core for the soft squeegee
blades on both sides. Switching between the two
install surfaces is as easy as flipping the tool in-hand
to the desired working edge. The Fusion PPF Hornet
is specifically engineered to be safe for installing
paint protection films.

WES - WET EDGE SQUEEGEE

Wrap your vehicles faster and better. The only
squeegee applicator made to use wet. No
scratches, no marks, just smooth motions that
easily glides across vinyl films and painted surfaces
without worry of mistakes or damage. The Wet
Edge Squeegee is a Teflon squeegee with a unique
microfiber bonded to it. Can be used either wet
or dry. This is the top of the line applicator in the
business. Colors will vary.

GT178 - THE REACH TOOL

The Reach allows you to squeegee water from
the bottom of the back window or windshield
with ease. This tool is 16 3/4 inches in length,
and built with a special formulated plastic
and rubber in order to achieve the necessary
stiffness and durability of its four edges. One
side of the tool provides an excellent grip, while
the other side uses both edges to squeegee
the water out; one pushes the water and the
other drags the water. This tool is completely
adaptable with two different radiuses of
curvature at each side; in other words, one side
is stiffer than the other.

WG1 - WRAP GLOVE

The new vehicle wrap glove is sold in pairs and is a
must have for anyone installing vinyl graphics and
vehicle wraps. Installing with your bare hands can
cause over stretching and puckering of the vinyl as
well as potential damage from the transfer of oils on
your skin. These lint free and durable Wrap Gloves
reduce friction while handling the material to give
you great results every time.

GT2081B - SMOOTH-IT W/BLACK MAT

Smooth-IT is designed to effectively and evenly
smooth out the edge of most tools used for film
installation. It works great on plastic and rubber
tools. The black mat is a medium fabric that
works best and faster on big or deep scratches
in the tool’s edge. Replacement mats can be
purchased as part GT2082B.

GT2081G - SMOOTH-IT W/GRAY MAT

This tool is designed to effectively and evenly
smooth out the edge of most tools used for film
installation. It works great on plastic and rubber
tools. The grey mat is a fine fabric that is ideal
for removing small or light scratches from the
tool. Replacement mats can be purchased as
part GT2082G.

GT2082B - BLACK REPLACEMENT MAT
GT2082G - GRAY REPLACEMENT MAT

GT2028B - Black 600D is a Medium fabric that
works best and faster on big or deep scratches.

GT2028G - Gray 1000D is a fine fabric, ideal for
removing small or light scratches in the tool.

GT2057D - DUAL DENSITY GO DOCTOR BLADE

Replacement blade for any Go Doctor Handle.
Get two blades for the price of one. The Dual
Density blade is double sided and reversible.
85A RED, 95A BLUE

GT2013U - TINT SLIME ULTRA-GALLON

Tint Slime Ultra is a higher rated slip designed to
function in high heat and high humidity installs. Tint
Slime Ultra is not designed to perform as well as
regular Tint Slime in climate controlled areas.

GT2093 - FUSION ALL TYPE- GALLON
GT2094 - FUSION ALL TYPE- 1/2 QUART

Clear, clean mounting solution with no
unnecessary ingredients. Fusion All Type is safe
for use on all films and all adhesives. Use on
any Window Film, PPF, & Vinyl. Get more for
your money with our conservative mixing ratios
and easy to use built-in measuring cup (1/2 QT
bottle) and dispensing pump on (1 gallon jug).

GT939 - PINK CLEAN 5” CROPPED

Pink Clean is a 5” Cropped squeegee blade.
Pink Clean is the softest blade from Fusion Tint
Tools. This blade is specifically designed with
cleaning in mind. It is recommended to use
the Pink Clean squeegee blade to easily swipe
liquids away with minimal pressure applied by
the user.

GT026N - A-553P INJECTOR CART. KNIFE

The NT injector cartridge knife is now coming with a
30 degree blade.

GT037-FUSION HANDEE TOOL

The Fusion Hand Dee Tool is a MAGNETIC
handle that can accommodate any 5”x2”
squeegee. Equipped with a removable “jaw”
and a rounded grip to fit perfectly in your hand.
Use with any 5” squeegee.

GT057 - 5” FUSION STRETCH HANDLE
GT058 - 8” FUSION STRETCH HANDLE

The 5″ OR 8” Fusion Stretch handle is the latest
design for installing flat glass and security films.
This handle features a 14 ½” metal extension
and two rubber grip sections for maximum
water removal.

GT252 - 6” EXTRUDER CHANNEL
GT253 - 8” EXTRUDER CHANNEL

This new channel works in your existing Unger
handles, but it is fully designed to give the blue
squeegee blade added stiffness and a better
angle to aid in laying down the film and extracting
more water per squeegee pass.
The Extruder comes with an integrated lip that
the Unger handle jaw slides into making a positive
connection between handle and channel/blade
combo. The channel also extends further onto the
surface of the blue squeegee which adds stiffness
to the blade. Finally, the channel clamps into
the handle in such a way that places the blade
at a slightly better angle to the handle for better
extraction capabilities.

Extruder Channel with blade and handle

GT050A - UNGER (SCREW) HANDLE

A modified Unger handle that has proven results
for maximum water extraction. For flat glass
applications use with the new Extruder channels
(GT252 & GT253). This handle also works excellent
with the Super Clear Max, Blue Max and Orange
Crush Squeegees.

GT2063 - TRI-EDGE X

Tri-Edge is now premiering the Tri-Edge X. The
angles have been recalculated and extended
into a bigger tool. All the durability and quality
of the Tri-Edge tool is now made to make those
deep gaskets and hard to reach spots more
accessible.

GT2021 - Slip Tape 3/4″ X 12 YD
GT2021-4 - Slip Tape 3/4″ X 4 YD

Slip Tape is the ultimate product for making your
application squeegees smoothly and safely
glide across window film, paint protection, and
car wrap and vinyl graphic applications. No
more tearing or scratching the material you
are working with. Slip Tape comes in two sizes.
3/4″ x 12 yard roll (GT2021) or 3/4″ x 4 yard roll
(GT2021-4).

GT235S - 5.5” SOFT YELLOW TURBO W/HANDLE

A soft installation squeegee used to remove
application solution during installation of all auto and
paint protection films. (Original)

GT119B - 4” BLACK SMOOTHIE NO HANDLE

4” soft black squeegee. (Original)

GT1038 - GILMORE NOZZLE
GT1038-HG - GILMORE NOZZLE & HOSE ASSEMBLY

GT1038 - Brass tip Gilmore nozzle. Use with flex
line hose.

GT1038-HG - 15′ flex line hose and Gilmore
nozzle assembly for 5 Gallon Stainless Steel
Sprayer.

GT060 - EZ WING LIME

The first thing that differentiates the EZ Wing from products like the
EZ Reach or EZ Reach Ultra is the unique chizler tip that enables you
to flip it over to chizel out those stubborn creases or dust spots. The
second feature of the new EZ Wing is the increased stiffness across
the nose of the tool. This will allow you to apply more pressure out at
the tip in those situation where you are reaching into a tight spot.
The last, and most exciting, new feature of the EZ Wing is the
integration of Control Contour Technology (CCT). This technology is
found in the slightly curved main edge of the EZ Wing. The curved
edge is designed to enable the tool to encourage a finger or bubble
to disperse outward, which reduces the likelihood of a crease.

GT060PEACH - EZ WING PEACH
GT086PEACH - PEACH HARD CARD
GT201PEACH - PEACH CONTOUR
GT060PEACH

GDI Tools is now stocking the new PEACH line
from Pro Tools Now. Pro Tools Now has developed
a proprietary blend of polymers that make this
new peach line of tools glide across film in a way
previously impossible. In addition, each tool in the
peach line comes with hand polished edges to
assure you have the smoothest installation edge
possible. The peach line is available as Hard Card,
Contour and EZ Wing.

GT201PEACH
GT086PEACH

GT1085 - MANGO PRO PACK WITH FELTS

Includes Mango Smart Card with Felt,
Mango Rebel with Felt, Mango Little Foot
with Felt, Mango Bump Card with Felt. The
felt edge makes these the perfect tool for
paint protection, vinyl signs and graphics.

GT2072 - SPEED WING LIME
GT2076 - SPEED WING LEMON
GT2077 - SPEED WING CHERRY

All 3 colors available in 4”, 6”, or 8”
LIME-HARD, LEMON- FLEX-FIRM, CHERRY-SOFT
The Speed Wing is designed with “wings” to
enable the installer to reach areas typically out
edge and one curved edge. Speed Wing is made
from materials that enable it to slide across most
trapped underneath.

GT2096-4 - 4” LEMON SUEDE BLADE (Flex-Firm)
GT2097-4 - 4” CHERRY SUEDE BLADE (Soft)
GT2098-4 - 4” LIME SUEDE BLADE (Hard)
GT2099 - 4” SUEDE BLADE REPLACEMENT STRIP

Evolved from the success of the Speed Wing family
the new Suede Blade has quickly answered a
lot of challenges for installers. The Suede Blade
comes with a dual layer fabric that gives installers
a cushioned, smooth fabric over the edge of the
squeegee. The Suede Blade glides over window
with ease. With three different durometers the
Suede Blade will meet all your application needs.
MADE IN THE USA

GT2009 - TINT OFF - GALLON
GT2010 - TINT OFF- QUART

Ready to use and specially formulated for the
window film industry to make tint removal a snap.

MOLD11 - 11 PC MOLDING & TRIM REMOVAL TOOLS
MOLD5 - 5 PC MOLDING & TRIM REMOVAL TOOLS

Distinctive tools for the easy removal of body
fasteners, interior trim pieces, exterior body
moldings, wheel hub caps, etc. Made from heavyduty plastic to prevent scratching and damage to
vehicle surfaces.

SQBUFF4 - 4” BUFFER SQUEEGEE

These pre-cut buffers fit any standard 4″ squeegee.
They are far superior to standard felt strips and
will help prevent scratches to the wrap material
during installation. Give your hard plastic
squeegees a soft and smooth side with the
Squeegee Buffer Strip. Note: This buffer comes with
a self-adhesive back that should stick to any flat
squeegee surface. So you are not confused by
the picture of multiple buffers, these buffers come
in unit quantity of 1 buffer per quantity ordered. If
you need 5 buffers, as shown, you need to order a
quantity of 5.

SC50/SC2 - SOOPER CLIP

Faster and easier than tape or rubber bands. These
brightly colored Sooper Clips are designed for
efficiency.
Keeps vinyl and print media properly wound.
Simple on/off design with finger hole pull design.
No more replacing tape or damaging vinyl roll edges.
2 sizes for both 10 and 50 yard rolls.
Durable plastic design for longest life and ease of use.
Doesn’t scratch or leave marks on your delicate rolls.
Sold as a 50 pack (SC50) or a 2 pack (SC2).
50 pack; 25 large and 25 small (SC50).
2 pack; 1 large and 1 small (SC2).

WCKNIFE - WRAP CUT LINER KNIFE

The ultimate Vehicle Wrap knife! The Wrap Cut Knife
by Image One Impact is made specifically to cut
through just the liner side of any pressure sensitive vinyl
graphic and wrap film. This knife will only cut through
the paper release liner of the vinyl, so there is no
more risk of damaging your film or adhesive or cutting
through the film side of your vinyl while on its backing
paper. This knife will leave no marks or cut lines in the
film when used properly. Don’t be fooled by look-alike
imitators, The Wrap Cut Knife by Image One Impact
is made with a solid steel shaft with a special Teflon
coating on the bottom surface to protect the vinyl
and adhesive. This Teflon coating allows the knife
to slide across the adhesive side of the vinyl, giving
you a clean and easy cut through the release liner.
Use while film is on the vehicle, boat, etc. or while
on the cutting table inside the shop. This knife works
anywhere and is compatible with most adhesive
types and all brands of pressure sensitive vinyls and
release liners.

WCBLADE - REPL BLADE FOR WCKNIFE

This is the replacement blade for the Wrap Cut Knife,
WCKNIFE. Each blades has 4 available cutting edges.
10 blades per pack.

XMH - XTREME MANGET
XMH6 - XTREME MANGET (SIX PACK)

These handy body magnets make applying vinyl
and vehicle wraps faster and easier by acting as
another hand to hold the material. You can also use
them in the place of masking tape or pre-mask to
position the material on the vehicle. Xtreme Magz
are 1 5/8″ in diameter and come with the magnet
completely covered with a super-soft rubber coating
to eliminate any damage to the vehicle, graphics or
sign substrates. (XMH6 IS A SIX PACK)

GT087SQ - PVC SQUEEGEE-SQUARE EDGE

4” Lidco squeegee. Square corners.

GT087FT - PVC SQUEEGEE- YELLOW- FLAT

4” Lidco squeegee, no ridges. Rounded corners.

